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A B S T R A C T   

Educational change in schools calls for collaboration-based creative actions from teachers. 
However, most studies on collaborative creativity focus on students’ creative teamwork, whereas 
research on collaborative creativity among teachers is scarce. Drawing on group creativity studies 
and scholar Keith Sawyer’s (1999, 2012a) concept of constraining shared frames, this paper 
discusses a qualitative case study on collaborative creativity among education professionals who 
have co-designed pedagogical activities related to environmental education. In this study, we 
asked the following: 1) How are individual creative acts negotiated in the co-design process? 2) 
How does a constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity emerge in the group’s co-design 
process? 3) How does the material tool (i.e., the Storyboard) mediate the group’s co-design 
process? To address these questions, a framework was created and used for analyzing partici-
pants’ collaborative creativity across individual, social, and material dimensions. The individual 
dimension focused on participants’ generative-evaluative creative acts and the mobilization of 
their pedagogical design capacities. The social dimension directed attention to participants’ 
negotiation of evidence and the emergence of a constraining shared frame of collaborative 
creativity. The material dimension focused on how material tools, especially a tool called the 
Storyboard, mediated the participants’ negotiation and creativity. Our findings unpack the 
multidimensional and tension-laden nature of creative processes among education professionals 
and widen the understanding of forces that both constrain and enable collaborative creativity. 
Our study also points to the significance of co-design tools that facilitate multiprofessional 
negotiation and transcend constraints.   

1. Introduction 

Creative collaboration is increasingly recognized as essential in 21st-century education for both students and their teachers (Baruah 
& Paulus, 2019; Robinson, 2015; Sawyer, 2015, 2021). However, most existing studies on collaborative creativity in educational 
contexts have focused on students’ creative teamwork and/or collaborative learning environments. Research knowledge about 
collaborative creativity among teachers and education professionals at large is scarce (Baruah & Paulus, 2019; Fischer, 2020). Yet, 
educational change in schools calls for collaboration-based creative actions from teachers. Creative collaboration, collaborative 
design, and/or co-design practices have been proposed in the literature to enhance education professionals’ collective problem-solving 
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skills and innovative capacities (Matuk, Gerard, Lim-Breitbart & Linn, 2016; Roschelle & Penuel, 2006). Collaborative creativity 
among teachers is also essential for designing and implementing new learning environments and pedagogies as a way to respond to 
contemporary learning requirements and societal needs (Richardson, 2020). 

At the same time, collaborative creativity among education professionals is known to be challenging, for example, due to his-
torically established structures and rules of the school systems that allow little space or time for teachers’ collaboration and creativity 
(Hyrkkö & Kajamaa, 2021; Kumpulainen, Kajamaa, & Rajala, 2018). Many teachers also face difficulties in collaboration due to varied 
expertise and cultural backgrounds, unwillingness to collaborate, lack of skills, or lack of training (Vangrieken, Dochy, Raes & Kyndt, 
2015). It is therefore necessary to generate more research knowledge about the conditions and mechanisms of collaborative creativity 
among teachers and other education professionals for educational renewal and practice. 

Collaborative creativity, sometimes referred to as collective creativity or group creativity, can be described as a group phenomenon 
when something new and valued is generated in a socially shared activity (Sawyer, 2012b). In a group context, creativity emerges 
when the two key characteristics of creativity, novelty and appropriateness, are socially judged and valued (Sawyer, 2012b). Co-design 
usually refers to a collaboration-based creative process that allows participants to articulate their goals and needs based on their 
professional knowledge and enhances their agency, reflection, and ownership of the resulting designs (Roschelle & Penuel, 2006; 
Sanders & Stappers, 2008). Collaborative creativity and its emergence in co-design processes is a complex phenomenon and thus 
requires a holistic and multidimensional research approach that recognizes creativity as socially, culturally, and materially mediated 
(Amabile, 1996; Littleton et al., 2008; Sannino & Ellis, 2013; Sawyer, 2012a, 2021). Existing research has also underlined the 
importance of taking into account interpersonal relationships, emotions, cognition, social environments, group dynamics, and the 
nature of the tasks/activities and institutional settings when investigating collaborative creativity and its conditions (Grossen, 2008). 
More recent studies on collaborative creativity (Sannino & Ellis, 2013; Sawyer, 2021) have also pointed to the need to take better 
account of the role of material tools in creative co-design processes. For example, in co-design activities, participatory tools, such as 
group storyboards, can assist participants in navigating the design process (Steen, 2013; Vaajakallio & Mattelmäki, 2014). Hence, to 
understand the characteristics of collaborative creativity, individual, social, and material dimensions must be considered together, as the 
individual’s successive contributions to the creative process and the collective creations resulting from the process are inseparable 
from the social context (Sawyer, 2012a). 

This study contributes to the research knowledge on collaborative creativity among education professionals by recognizing its 
multidimensional, tension-laden, and complex process. In this context, we investigated how collaborative creativity emerged when 
participants from various education professions co-designed activities for environmental education with a pre-designed tool named the 
Storyboard. The analysis illustrates the complex relations between the participants’ design capacities, their creative acts, the group 
negotiations, the tools and resources used, and the resulting group creations. Our guiding questions were as follows: 1) How are in-
dividual creative acts negotiated in the co-design process? 2) How does a constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity emerge in the 
group’s co-design process? 3) How does the material tool (i.e., the Storyboard) mediate the group’s co-design process? To address these 
questions, a multidimensional framework was created and used to analyze collaborative creativity among education professionals 
across individual, social, and material dimensions. 

2. Theoretical underpinnings: Studying education professionals’ collaborative creativity 

The multidimensional framework of collaborative creativity applied in this study builds on Sawyer’s (2012a) three-level approach 
to group creativity. The three levels are 1) individual creative acts (i.e., individual mental processes that lead to each participant’s 
creative contributions), 2) group interaction (i.e., how ideas build over time), and 3) group creations (i.e., emergence of the creative 
outcomes). When conceptualizing collaborative creativity on the individual dimension, we integrate Sawyer’s approach with the 
concept of pedagogical design capacity (Brown, 2009), which is useful for gaining a detailed understanding of how education pro-
fessionals perform creative acts by mobilizing instructional and personal resources in their pedagogical design work. The framework 
extends from the individual to the social dimension by focusing on how a constraining shared frame (Sawyer, 1999) emerges over time 
from individual creative acts. The concept of shared frames guides the conceptualization of how group negotiation establishes a shared 
frame of an emerging design, which mediates participants’ ongoing creative acts and co-design processes. Lastly, to conceptualize the 
relationship between material tools and creativity, the material dimension focuses on how material tools support and/or hinder group 
negotiations by drawing on the concept of constraints on creativity (Medeiros, Steele, Watts & Mumford, 2018; Rosso, 2014) and on the 
notion of tool mediation (Brown, 2009; Gibson, 1977; Sawyer, 2021; Wertsch, 1991). This integration is necessary to generate nuanced 
research knowledge on how collaborative creativity emerges in situated interactions across individual, social, and material 
dimensions. 

In the following, we will elaborate on our theoretical perspective in each of the three dimensions and explain how these are linked 
to our previously stated research questions. First, we characterize the nature of creative acts and describe how creative acts are per-
formed with the concept of pedagogical design capacities (Brown, 2009). Second, we explain our theorizing on how collective creative 
decisions emerge from the group negotiation of creative acts with the concept of a constraining shared frame (Sawyer, 1999) and 
illumination (Sadler-Smith, 2015) in creative process studies. Finally, we describe our theoretical basis for understanding the material 
dimension in the co-design process with the studies about constraints on creativity (Medeiros et al., 2018; Rosso, 2014) and mediated 
action (Sawyer, 2021; Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1991). 
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2.1. Individual dimension: Creative acts and pedagogical design capacity 

A creative act made by an individual can be understood as any act that “gives rise to something new” (Vygotsky, 2004, p. 7), 
whether it is a physical object or a mental or emotional construct. To identify creative acts in our analysis, we focused on participants’ 
use of generative and evaluative thinking in balancing the novelty and appropriateness of creativity (Runco & Jaeger, 2012). In 
generative thinking, creators attempt to seek novelty by expanding options. In evaluative thinking, creators attempt to achieve the 
appropriateness of the proposed outcome through judgment and criticism (Ellamil, Dobson, Beeman & Christoff, 2012). Tracing 
participants’ generative-evaluative thinking makes visible participants’ creative acts and the pedagogical reasoning behind them. 

Brown’s (2009) concept of pedagogical design capacity guides our analysis to conceptualize how teachers perform creative acts by 
using available resources. Pedagogical design capacity refers to the capacity “to perceive and mobilize existing resources in order to 
craft instructional episodes” (Brown, 2009, p. 29). Brown argues that teaching is a design activity, as it involves a sequence of 
decision-making to generate new ideas by balancing goals and contextual constraints (see also Edelson, 2002). The framework of 
pedagogical design capacity, shown in Fig. 1 (adapted from Brown, 2009; Brown & Edelson, 2003; Knight-Bardsley & McNeill, 2016), 
captures two main groups of resources that are possibly used when teachers create teaching acts: instructional resources and personal 
resources. Instructional resources include representations of physical objects and tools (such as referencing books, digital devices, and the 
Storyboard in the workshop), representations of tasks (i.e., activity instructions and goals), and representations of domain concepts (i.e., 
domain concepts relevant to the tasks and their relationships through means, such as models, explanations, and analogies). Teachers’ 
personal resources (Brown, 2009; see also Shulman, 1987) include their subject matter knowledge (i.e., the what: knowledge on the 
concepts in the specific domains), pedagogical content knowledge (i.e., the how: knowledge on how to teach the content), and beliefs and 
goals (i.e., the why: motivations behind instructional choices). These personal resources can affect teachers’ pedagogical reasoning 
(Shulman, 1987), which refers to how teachers perceive available resources and apply the resources for creating instruction. Brown’s 
(2009) concept was found useful in our analysis of how the participants negotiated their creative acts by mobilizing resources in the 
co-design workshop. 

2.2. Social dimension: From individual creative acts to collaborative creativity 

The social dimension concerns the collective process of judging and valuing individual creative acts. From Sawyer’s (1999) point of 
view, judging the appropriateness of the proposed ideas (emergent novelty) requires a “top-down” perspective to evaluate the 
emerging novelty. This top-down perspective requires the group to evaluate the value of a proposed idea by considering its relation to 
other ideas at large in the emerging design. An idea will be taken when it is socially judged to be valuable in the particular design 
context. 

Sawyer’s (1999) concept of a constraining shared frame has guided us in conceptualizing how individuals’ creative acts turn into 
collaborative creativity through group negotiation and group decision-making. Sawyer (1999) states that  

this constraining shared frame is itself an emergent social product; it is ever-changing, created in a bottom-up fashion from the 
actions of individual actors, yet once created, it constrains and influences the later actions of those individuals, in a top-down 
fashion (pp. 455–456). 

In a group creative process, individuals actively propose and negotiate the value of their creative acts in the design setting. Sawyer 
(1999) describes how individual creative acts, once created from the lower level, then become part of a top-down constraining frame, 
which limits later creative acts in the lower level. For example, when a group has decided to design educational activities that teach 
children about recycling, this decision will limit later creative ideas about the topic of recycling. In other words, each creative act 
influences how the group proposes and evaluates the following creative acts. This frame keeps changing through the negotiation of 
participants’ creative acts. This constraining shared frame also represents the emerging shared design because it captures the sum of 
acknowledged creative acts by the group. 

The concept of illumination in creative process studies has also guided our investigation to identify the moments when a creative 
act becomes a part of the constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity. Illumination has been argued as an important stage in 
the creative process (Sadler-Smith, 2015; Wallas, 1926). It is commonly referred to as the “aha” moment, or a “click” or “flash” moment 

Fig. 1. Pedagogical design capacity framework (adapted from Brown, 2009; Brown & Edelson, 2003; Knight-Bardsley & McNeill, 2016).  
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(Wallas, 1926, pp. 93–94). Illumination refers to the moment when a creator acknowledges the potential of a promising creative act. 
Extending the conceptualization of illumination, we refer to those moments in the social dimension of co-design settings as collective 
illuminations, where the group of participants collectively recognizes the appropriateness of a proposed idea, thus reaching a consensus 
on using the idea as part of the shared design. The collectively valued idea then becomes a part of the constraining shared frame and 
influences the ongoing negotiation. 

2.3. Material dimension: Materialization of collaborative creativity 

The material dimension concerns the mediational role of material tools in the group’s co-design process. In Vygotsky’s (2004) 
perspective on creativity, materializing the imagination is an essential step in turning a creative effort into a tangible existence in lived 
reality. In a co-design activity, material tools are often used to support participants in externalizing their joint imagination and 
conception of the design contexts and potential solutions, for example, by mapping, drawing, acting, and prototyping (Sawyer & 
Berson, 2004; Steen, 2013). Co-design tools, in this context, refer to the intervention tools introduced into the co-design process (such as 
the Storyboard, in our case) that purposefully engage participants in co-constructing their understandings of the context and their past 
experiences into potential designs (Vaajakallio & Mattelmäki, 2014). A recent study (Sawyer, 2021) has also suggested that these 
material tools potentially interact as “collaborative creative agents” that enact attributed agency in social practices. 

Our conceptualization of the role of co-design tools in a group creative process rests on the notion of mediated action (Vygotsky, 
1978; Wertsch, 1991; see also Brown, 2009; Sawyer, 2021). This concept stresses how artifacts support human activities in particular 
ways by presenting affordances and constraints. Affordances refer to the enabling properties that provide the potential for action, 
whereas constraints refer to the properties that provide structure to restrain actions (Gibson, 1977; Norman, 1988). The relationship 
between affordances and constraints is not necessarily opposite; it can be interpreted as “two sides of the same coin” (Brown, 2009, p. 
20). Based on this perspective, affordances and constraints define the nature of an artifact and the functions it provides for human 
activities. In creativity studies, constraints have been argued as being both inhibitors and enablers of creativity (Rosso, 2014). Some 
studies believe that an ideal creative process should be unstructured, open-ended, and allow maximized freedom for idea exploration 
(e.g., Isaksen, Lauer, Ekvall & Britz, 2001). However, recent studies (Medeiros et al., 2018; Rosso, 2014) have also suggested that 
introducing the right type of constraints, such as processes, routines, tools, and methods, at the right moment in the right environment 
could positively enhance group creativity by restraining “creative freedom” (Stokes, 2006). 

In this study, we address this concern by analyzing how the group of participants used a co-design tool called the Storyboard in their 
joint creative process. Our approach to the material dimension differs from the third level of Sawyer’s (2012a) analytical approach, 
which focuses on the shared creative products generated in the process. In this dimension, we turn attention to how the Storyboard 
materially supported or hindered the co-design processes of group creations. We follow Rosso (2014), who broadly defines constraints 
as “a state of being restricted, limited, or confined within prescribed bounds” (p. 553). With this definition, we consider constraints to 
be both internally established by the participants and externally introduced by the social environment to a co-design process. In the 
analyzed empirical case, the Storyboard served as a co-design tool for group creation, as it externalized the participants’ creative 
efforts by means of drawings and writings. By applying the concept of affordances and constraints, our analysis of the material 
dimension began by identifying the material properties of the Storyboard and then examined how the properties mediated the par-
ticipants’ creative acts and emergence of the constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity. 

In the three-dimensional framework (see Data Analysis Section 3.5), we connect the above presented individual, social, and material 
dimensions (Sawyer, 2012a) with the concept of a constraining shared frame (Sawyer, 1999), the idea of pedagogical design capacities 
(Brown, 2009), the concept of illumination in creativity studies (Sadler-Smith, 2015), and tool meditation (Brown, 2009; Wertsch, 
1991) for the study of collaborative creativity and a co-design process in a professional development workshop. With this perspective, 
this study explores the different dimensions of creativity and how the Storyboard can support and/or hinder the co-design process with 
creative outcomes and the participants’ pedagogical design capacities. 

3. The study 

3.1. The research setting 

The co-design activity with the Storyboard was organized as part of a professional development workshop program at a university 
in Finland, where teachers’ creativity, autonomy in implementing the curriculum, and collaborative practices, such as co-teaching, are 
highly valued and encouraged (Kumpulainen, 2018). The program, Teachers as Designers: Co-Design Playful Pedagogical Materials for 
Promoting Ecoliteracy, aimed to engage in-service teachers, education practitioners, and designers to co-design playful educational 
programs for young children’s environmental education. Four continuous weekly 2.5-hour workshops (total 10 h) were conducted 
with 12 participants. The program content and materials were designed and instructed mainly by the first two authors of this article. 
The program was structured with a design-thinking-oriented approach (Henriksen, Richardson & Mehta, 2017). Each of the four 
workshops had different activities, including participatory activities, short lectures, a review of examples of pedagogical materials, and 
creative groupworks, such as the Storyboard co-design activity. All activities were organized to guide participants in groups to 
collaboratively create their own pedagogical designs for environmental education. The workshops were held in a research center at the 
university that included child-friendly furniture, diverse tactile materials, and imaginative settings, such as a decorative tree and 
climbable mountains with aesthetically engaging illustrations on the walls. 

The Storyboard co-design activity that provided the data for this study was held in the third workshop. Before the Storyboard 
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activity, the participants had already developed some preliminary ideas for their design context, such as the target group of children 
they were designing for, the theme of their design, and the instructional goals. In the Storyboard activity, the groups discussed their 
ideas further and filled up the Storyboard with their group creation. 

3.2. Participants 

Twelve participants who represented diverse education-relevant professions voluntarily joined the workshop program. All par-
ticipants consented to participate in the research and its data collection. Pseudonyms have been used for the participants. This study 
focused on a group of three participants (see Fig. 2): a preschool caretaker (Ada), a preschool teacher (Sofia), and a designer of 
educational materials (Emmy), whose co-design process was selected for further analysis due to their active creative negotiation. The 
group’s shared pedagogical design focused on teaching about recycling and garbage pollution to primary school students through a 
series of story-led playful activities. The story, which was created by the group, narrates a juice box called “Jux” and his encounters 
with animals and garbage in a forest after being consumed and dumped by a child. In the story, Jux meets a squirrel, a used plastic bag, 
a leaking battery, and a piece of broken glass, who together tell Jux about the garbage issues in the forest. Then, Jux decides to write a 
letter to the students engaged in the project to urge them to address this pollution issue. The story and the pedagogical planning 
designed by the group were then documented on the Storyboard (Fig. 3). 

3.3. The Storyboard 

The Storyboard originated for screenwriting in film production but is now a commonly used visualization tool in co-design ac-
tivities (e.g., Steen, 2013). It usually appears in the form of a comic strip and consists of illustrations or images organized in a sequence 
of a pre-visualized story (Pallant & Price, 2015). The Storyboard in this study presents a four-step structure of Wonder, Find, Think, and 
Create that was purposefully created to support teachers co-designing pedagogical activities for children’s ecoliteracy development 
(Wong & Kumpulainen, 2020). Namely, 1) Wonder sparks children’s curiosity with an imaginative story and characters, 2) Find (also 
referred to as Investigate) searches for relevant information of the environmental issues in the story, 3) Think encourages children to 
critically think and discuss the found information, and 4) Create (also referred to as Make) provides creative spaces for children to 
generate ideas and take action for making change. Derived from our previous work (Wong & Kumpulainen, 2020), the aim of the model 
is to support teachers in guiding children’s learning about environmental issues in their local nature through multimodal, playful, and 
story-led approaches. 

3.4. Data collection 

This study used video recordings of the workshops as its primary data. All workshops were documented by four researchers/in-
structors from the university. In each workshop, three to five research cameras were set up to record both small-group interactions and 
whole-workshop interactions. The data corpus consisted of 18.4 h of video recordings and photographs of the artifacts produced by 
participants, including the filled Storyboards, brainstorming papers, prototypes, and other materials. Specifically, this study focuses on 
a 110-minute video clip of the group with Emmy, Ada, and Sofia co-designing the Storyboard. After each workshop, a content log was 
written by one of the instructors (the first author of this paper) to record and highlight potential interesting segments for further 
analysis in accordance with our interest in the individual, social, and material dimensions of collaborative creativity. 

Becoming familiar with the data began by viewing the entire data corpus and identifying potential video sets of co-design activities 
for the analysis. A 110-minute video clip of three participants who were co-designing with the Storyboard was then selected for the 
multidimensional analysis. As this study focuses on collaborative creativity, we chose to analyze data from a group of participants who 

Fig. 2. The group of participants (Ada, Sofia, and Emmy) in the Storyboard co-design activity.  
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Fig. 3. The Storyboard filled by the participants Ada, Sofia, and Emmy.  
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displayed active collaboration. We did not choose the groups that reflected less functional collaboration or less negotiation simply 
because those interactions did not provide significant content for investigating the emerging collaborative creativity. The group with 
Emmy, Ada, and Sofia showed a willingness to collaborate and had a relatively rich creative negotiation. They also reported satis-
faction in their learning and in their shared creations. In the video data, the group described that the Storyboard had helped them 
“organize their knowledge” and “build up their ideas.” They found the Storyboard and its four-step model necessary to structuring their 
shared pedagogical design. Therefore, our interaction analysis focused on unfolding the creative process that led to these results re-
ported by the participants. 

3.5. Data analysis 

Our analysis of education professionals’ collaborative creativity followed a reflexive iterative inquiry (Srivastava & Hopwood, 
2009) and was based on interaction analysis techniques that recognized both verbal and nonverbal interaction, that is, participants’ 
gestural and postural acts and their interactions with materials (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). Our reflective analysis process involved 
revisiting the video data and transcriptions, in which we continuously made meaning about the data and connected the emerging 
insights/themes to form the best explanation of “what is going on” in our inquiry. During the analysis, we produced three-dimensional 
research questions as “low-level temporary working hypotheses” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 122) based on the emerging findings and 
progressively refined our analytical foci with the theoretical underpinnings (Rosso, 2014; Sadler-Smith, 2015; Sawyer, 1999, 2012a). 
This qualitative iterative approach allowed us to gain insights into the participants’ situated co-design processes across individual, 
social, and material dimensions. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the three-dimensional framework for the study of collaborative creativity among education professionals in the co- 
design workshop. The framework reads from the top to the bottom and depicts the participants and their individually initiated creative 
acts. In this framework, co-design tools, such as the Storyboard, played a significant role in mediating the participants’ discussion and 
negotiation. In this study, we applied this framework in the analysis of an empirical case example (see Results Section 4). 

On the individual dimension, individual creative acts were the unit of analysis. When depicting these acts, we investigated the 
participants’ communication of their creative ideas and their generative-evaluative reasoning behind the ideas. Based on the theo-
rizing of pedagogical design capacity (Brown, 2009), we were attentive to the participants’ mobilization of both personal and 
instructional resources in generating their creative acts. Personal resources included pedagogy-related knowledge and skills, and the 

Fig. 4. A three-dimensional framework used to analyze a collaborative creative process.  
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available instructional resources from the social environment comprised books, the internet, advice from instructors, and the Story-
board. On the social dimension, we traced how the participants collectively proposed, negotiated, and valued ideas and how they 
reached a consensus. In addition, drawing on Sawyer’s (1999) conceptualization of a constraining shared frame, we identified con-
straining forces that influenced ongoing negotiation. On the material dimension, we focused on how collaborative creativity was 
materialized on the Storyboard and the Storyboard’s mediational means in the co-design process (Gibson, 1977; Norman, 1988). 
Lastly, we interpreted our findings against the multidimensional framework (presented in Fig. 4) across individual, social, and material 
dimensions. 

4. Results: The three dimensions of collaborative creativity 

The results from our analysis will first be summarized according to our three research questions illustrating the emergence of 
collaborative creativity in the studied co-design activity with the Storyboard (see Fig. 5). In our framework, on the individual dimension, 
the results illuminate the generative-evaluative nature of the participants’ creative acts and how the participants negotiated by using a 
range of available resources: various personal resources, such as their knowledge of students’ learning abilities and the topic of garbage 
pollution, and instructional resources, such as information from books and the internet and advice from workshop instructors. On the 
social dimension, the results show moments that serve as collective illuminations, when the participants socially judged and developed a 
consensus on an idea. The results unfold the emergence of a constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity as an ever- 
transforming systematic structure of ideas that were collectively built and valued by the group throughout the co-design process. 
Specifically, the results make visible constraining forces that contributed to shaping the group’s co-design process. On the material 
dimension, the results show how the Storyboard mediated the participants’ collaborative creativity to develop and materialize their 
shared design. The results illustrate that, while using the Storyboard, the group identified gaps in their co-design and generated 
creative ideas to support their creative work. The results also reveal how the four-step model (Wonder, Find, Think, and Create) of the 
Storyboard supported as well as constrained collaborative creativity. Next, we will discuss these findings in detail. 

Fig. 5. The emergence of collaborative creativity in a co-design activity with the Storyboard in a three-dimensional framework.  
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4.1. How are individual creative acts negotiated in the co-design process? 

4.1.1. Expressing evaluative-generative creative acts 
The analysis revealed the generative-evaluative nature of the group members’ creative acts in their co-design. The transcript in 

Table 1 exemplifies how generative and evaluative communication intertwined within creative acts. In this example, a designer called 
Emmy expressed her thoughts about the main learning goal for their co-design. She first elaborated details on the trash-sorting game 
that was previously discussed (generative). She then shifted her talk to considering the overall educational goal of their design. She 
claimed that learning to recycle was not “big” enough as the main learning goal for children and that the goal should be something 
“bigger” (evaluative). Then, to make sense of the learning goal, she explored the topic further from the character Jux’s perspective in 
the story. Finally, she came up with the idea that children should learn “how to keep our environment clean” as the goal instead of 
learning to recycle (generative). Meanwhile, Ada was listening closely to Emmy’s pedagogical reasoning, and she agreed with her 
suggestion. 

This example makes visible Emmy’s pedagogical reasoning and the generative-evaluative interplay in her creative act. Emmy’s talk 
shows how she evaluated the previously discussed idea (about helping the character Jux in the story) against what students should 
learn about garbage pollution and proposed a better learning objective for students (to learn how to keep the environment clean). Her 
speech also manifested how she evaluated the elements with a holistic view, similar to the top-down perspective suggested by Sawyer 
(1999). With a holistic view, she considered different elements, such as the story of Jux, students’ learning, and the theme of garbage 
pollution, in an attempt to find a better option for balancing these elements. This example evidences how evaluative acts played a role 
in validating the appropriateness of an idea, and this result supported us in understanding how a creative act is generated and 
negotiated in the co-design process. 

4.1.2. Using available resources to support the pedagogical reasoning 
Our analysis also revealed the participants’ active use of their knowledge and skills (i.e., personal resources) when negotiating their 

ideas. The participants’ creative acts manifested their pedagogical content knowledge (Brown, 2009; Shulman, 1987), which is 
knowledge of students’ learning capabilities and how the teaching should be. For example (see Table 2), a preschool teacher named 
Sofia believed children should decide by themselves what methods to use for investigating the garbage problem: “I just want to write 
that it is open to the children, in the way they decide”. Meanwhile, Ada (a preschool caretaker) believed that children would need clear 
instructions on this task: “So, we can write the examples: library, internet, public survey”. This conversation showed how the par-
ticipants proposed ideas to each other based on their perspectives on students’ capacities (i.e., pedagogical content knowledge), and 
the negotiation process made visible differences in their perspectives. 

Furthermore, the participants’ creative acts also manifested their subject matter knowledge (Brown, 2009), which in this context 
referred to the knowledge relevant to the topic of recycling and garbage pollution. For instance, in the group discussion (see Table 3), 
Sofia and Ada suggested adding a plastic bag character to the story to highlight the issue of plastic pollution. In response, Emmy 
questioned the reason behind this idea, and Ada and Sofia explained how a plastic bag could harm the aquatic animals in the rivers: “It 
ends up in the river,”; “It harms the animals. That’s why I would have a plastic bag.”. Continuing the discussion, Sofia and Ada 
evaluated the relevancy of “battery,” “glass,” and “plastic bag” to the topic of garbage pollution: “The battery is because there is some 
liquid inside. It can cause …”; “Alkaline”; “Yeah. The glass because it causes fire. Plastic bag because it can end up in the water. 
Animals because they get poisoned?”. This conversation illustrates how the participants negotiated their creative acts with subject 
matter knowledge to ensure the relevancy and appropriateness of their ideas to their pedagogical design. 

The participants actively used external instructional resources, such as information from books and the internet to support their 
reasoning. Continuing the conversation about plastic bags (see Table 3), Ada further elaborated the issue by showing Emmy an image 
of a sea turtle suffocated by a plastic bag from a book about recycling. Emmy then slowly nodded and agreed with the idea. Another 
example is, when the group discussed the relevancy of their co-design for a particular age group, they consulted the workshop in-
structors and looked into existing educational materials as references. Similarly, the participants reasoned their creative acts by 
referring to the Storyboard and the instructions provided by the workshops. These acts demonstrate how the participants used external 
instructional resources to support their pedagogical reasoning behind creative acts. 

The analysis of the individual dimension makes visible how the participants’ creative contributions and their pedagogical 
reasoning are related to their own expertise, knowledge, and skills. In this multiprofessional collaboration, Emmy was a designer, and 
due to her creative profession and her ability to draw, she often introduced novel ideas into the discussion and naturally took up the 
role of drawing on the Storyboard. Meanwhile, compared to Emmy, Ada and Sofia, both preschool workers, seemed to be more familiar 

Table 1 
Emmy’s generative-evaluative creative act.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Emmy Yes, that’s why I was talking about the game, like… that they will have 
different types of materials and they will like … I think the question 
should be bigger. Not only about him [Jux the juice-box character] but 
how he wants to save the forest. He wants to clean the forest. He wants to 
do more, not just to… So, how to keep our environment clean. [Ada said 
simultaneously: our environment clean] And that should be the question. 
Not to help him but help the environment. 

Ending her sentences with her hands moving in circles in the air 
toward herself, which may indicate that she was trying to say 
something more but could not find the right words.  
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with children’s learning and classroom practices. Ada and Sofia were found to negotiate often with their pedagogical content 
knowledge and their understanding of children’s learning capacities and classroom settings. These results allowed us to gain a better 
understanding of how the participants’ professional backgrounds and use of their knowledge and skills contributed to the creative 
negotiation. 

The result in this individual dimension also reflected a strong connection between the participants’ creative acts and the social 
environment in which the co-design process was situated. In addition to using their relevant personal knowledge and skills, the 
participants also demonstrated their active mobilization of material resources available in the workshop context to support their 
negotiation. These material resources, such as the Storyboard, books, and mobile phones, afforded their functions and mediated the 
ways the participants generated and evaluated ideas. This indicated that the emergence of collaborative creativity was characterized 
by the sharing of functional capacities from both the participants and the materials used from the situated social context. 

4.2. How does a constraining shared frame of collaborative creativity emerge in the group’s co-design process? 

4.2.1. Achieving consensus through collective illumination 
The results reveal moments when the group reached a consensus on what the shared design would look like. Table 4 displays a 

conversation when Ada and Emmy collectively accepted Sofia’s idea of using letters in the story of the juice box Jux. Three minutes 
before this conversation, Sofia suggested using letters in the story of Jux to guide children’s investigation on the environmental harms 
caused by garbage pollution: “Maybe he [Jux] would even receive letters from other animals, who have similar problems”. However, 

Table 2 
Group discussion on guiding children’s investigation about the garbage problem.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Sofia So, this is where we need to open to the children to search, how is… Pointing at the Investigate column on the Storyboard while looking 
at Emmy. 

Ada Examples, so we can write the examples: library, internet, public survey. 
We need to make people investigate. 

Tapping on the Investigate column. 

Sofia  Picking up a pencil and preparing to write something on the 
Storyboard. 

Ada Just in brackets. What can be, library… we say… Telling Sofia what to write on the paper. 
Sofia I just want to write that it is open to the children, in the way they decide. Speaking while writing, then looking at Ada. 
Emmy Yeah, but it… Did not finish her sentence and got interrupted by Ada. Turning her 

focus back to her mobile device. 
Ada Yeah, but we need to provide the examples. If they are like, “What do we 

do?” 
Acting how a child would act when saying, “What do we do?” Then, 
she giggled. 

Sofia That’s why we should maybe rethink the age limit.  
Emmy This is definitely eight plus. Looking at Ada and Sofia, and they both looked at Emmy. 
Sofia Because we get it like, more and more complicated. Turning to Ada while speaking.  

Table 3 
Group discussion related to the garbage problem.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Emmy Okay, I don’t know if the paper bag makes it too good [as a character]. 
[Sofia: Plastic bag?] No, the plastic bag makes it too good as a character. 

Looking at Sofia while asking. 

Ada When it ends up in the river,  
Sofia It harms the animals. [Emmy: Yeah.] That’s why I would have a plastic bag. 

Because if it ends up in the river, we can show a picture of the… 
When hearing what Ada and Sofia said, Emmy tapped with her 
pencil in the air to the direction of Sofia, indicating agreeing with 
her. 

Emmy And the plastic bag can be, like… Did not finish what she wanted to say. 
Ada Or the turtle. That’s, um… Flipping the books to find a reference image. 
Sofia Yeah, when they are full of plastic. Continuing what Ada said. 
Emmy Or the plastic bag can be, like, “One friend of mine, he was in a river, and he 

ended up in a fish’s belly.” Something like this. What the plastic bag says. 
Emmy acted out a scenario about what a plastic bag would say in 
the story. 

Sofia The battery is because there is some liquid inside. It can cause, um…  
Ada Alkaline. Completing what Sofia was about to say. 
Sofia Yes. The glass because it causes fire. [Ada: Yes.] Plastic bag because it can 

end up in the water. Animals because they get, like, poisoned, and they die. 
Pointing at her own stomach when narrating animals may get 
poisoned. 

Emmy The biggest problem is actually the chewing gum. They think the chewing 
gum is food. And then they eat, and then they get…  

Sofia The squirrel will speak on behalf of other animals.  
Ada But then, this area should be in the letter, shouldn’t it? Pointing at the letter on the Storyboard that Emmy had drawn 

earlier. 
Sofia So the battery, we will talk about toxication, [Emmy: Toxication.) or toxics… 

[Anna: Intoxication.] Intoxication… 
Emmy repeated what Sofia said and wrote the phrase ‘Toxication’ 
on the Storyboard. 

Anna I don’t know if that is correct…   
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Ada did not immediately accept Sofia’s idea and proposed another option: “That’s why I say it will be easier that others just come and 
complain to him”. Afterward, the group explored more options, and the discussion was paused for a while. Breaking through the 
silence, Ada suddenly said to Sofia, “But you are very right,” and described how a letter could be used to guide children’s learning. 
Listening to Ada, Emmy also joined the discussion by suggesting QR codes as part of the letter design. Afterward, Ada acted as if 
something had sparked her, and she expressed brightly, “I know now how this is.” She seemed excited and told the group how children 
could receive the letter from Jux as a part of the learning activities. Listening to her, Sofia nodded and said, “This is what I was 
thinking.” Ada expressed, “Aha!” 

This conversation (see Table 4) illustrated a collective illumination of when the group collectively acknowledged the potential of the 
letter idea in the shared design. When Sofia first suggested letters, it was not immediately accepted by the group. Instead, Ada and 
Emmy took a while (about four minutes) to make sense of Sofia’s idea in the shared design. In that brief time, the group did not actively 
discuss the letter idea. Instead, they explored other options, and the discussion was paused for a while. After a short deliberation, Ada 

Table 4 
Discussion of the case study group on the idea of using letters in their shared pedagogical design.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors  

(The group is silent for around 30 s) While Emmy was drawing the juice box character Jux on the 
Storyboard, the group went quiet. The discussion of the group nearby 
caught their attention. They seemed to be listening to the conversation 
of the other group and thinking at the same time. 

Ada But you are very right. Because if we have these kinds of letters, we could 
already guide them to many investigations. Because there would be 
different complaints of the animals. 

Turning to Sofia and placing her hand on Sofia’s arm softly. 

Emmy And they could have that… Inhaling and looking up from drawing on the Storyboard. 
Ada Yes, and! Pointing at Emmy, indicating that she should use this term and Ada 

laughs. 
Emmy Yes and, the letters could have this… like for bigger kids, like QR codes 

to get more information, something like that. 
Smiling. 

Ada I know now how this is. Speaking slowly and spreading her fingers with palms facing down. 
Emmy Yes, and! Pointing her pencil at Ada and giggling. Then, returning to drawing on 

the template, meanwhile continuing smiling. 
Ada Yes, and the animals are complaining, telling him blah … but he is the 

one writing. Children get the letter from the main character [Jux] that so 
many problems are now here in the … 

Explaining her idea by pointing at the drawing of Jux on the Storyboard 
and gesturing on the table. 

Sofia Yeah. This is what I was thinking. Nodding. 
Ada Aha! Laughing. 
Sofia So, there is different problems and different things to investigate. So, 

they will have to find out later why these thing happen and what can 
they do.  

Ada Yes. Nodding.  

Table 5 
Discussion of the case study group on the role of letters in the story of “Jux”.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Emmy Tell and show to the children about an empty juice box, [Ada: left in the forest] left in 
the forest. He should be receiving some letters… 

Emmy was reading out what she was writing on the 
Storyboard. 

Ada Animals, and around him and, um, he is writing letters.  
Sofia He is like, I imagine he would be like, um…  
Emmy Like a communication… kids want to know this stuff… kids are, like, where did he 

[pointing at Jux on the Storyboard] know all this stuff. How did he find out? The 
animals are telling him… 

Elaborating what she was thinking while looking at Sofia 
and Ada. 

Ada The animals are coming and telling him. Like, “Hi, it is good that you are here, and last 
time I…” The rabbit can be saying about this. 

Did not finish what she was saying and got interrupted by 
Sofia. 

Sofia Maybe the rabbit can be the first one and would be like, “Oh, yeah…”  
Emmy Oh yeah! Repeating what Sofia said, and everyone laughed out 

loud. 
Sofia Oh yeah! And it can go and say, like, to tell the other animals, [Ada: no, if the 

bunny…] “You are the responsible one.” I don’t know… 
Looking at Emmy and articulating how she imagined the 
story. 

Emmy “Oh yeah, we choose you to be the one.” Emmy and Sofia were both acting rabbits. Then, they 
giggled and laughed. 

Ada You know how the animals come? Because the bunny comes to talk to him. And they 
all know that there is a talk, and they come to meet them. Because he would start 
crying. He is in a life crisis and he would be like, “Ahh…” [acting out a crying face], 
you know. And the animals will hear the noise that someone is there. And they are 
curious what happens. And they will come and say more. 

Sofia and Emmy calmed down from their laughter and 
listened to Ada expressing her imagination on the story. 

Emmy Okay, that…  
Sofia That makes sense. Smiling while speaking. 
Emmy That makes sense. Smiling while speaking.  
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showed sudden enlightenment when she reached a consensus on Sofia’s proposed idea. This result shows similarity to the so-called 
incubation stage in the creative process model (Sadler-Smith, 2015), in which creators deliberate, both consciously and subcon-
sciously, until promising thoughts come to mind. It also indicates how participants in co-design groups require time to deliberate, 
realize the potential of a proposed idea, and develop a consensus on including the idea in the emerging design. This finding also 
resonates with studies that suggest that the timing of a group creative process, such as allowing time for creative negotiation and 
deliberation, is one essential factor in maximizing collaborative creativity (e.g., Medeiros et al., 2018). 

The analysis also made visible how Ada judged Sofia’s letter idea against an emerging frame of the shared design before reaching an 
agreement with Sofia. This emerging shared frame included the Jux story, the theme of garbage pollution, and the goal for children to 
learn about this topic in schools. In her evaluation, Ada explored the opportunity of using letters by considering how this letter might 
work with other elements of the design. Ada associated Sofia’s idea with the story plot of Jux and further elaborated with additional 
details to make sense of the function of the letter in promoting children’s learning in this educational activity. In the discussion, Emmy 
also added her creative idea on using QR codes to develop the practical function of the letter in delivering information to children. This 
reflected that Emmy ideated to ensure the new idea functioned appropriately with the other elements in the emerging system of the 
shared frame. These results show how a creative act became part of the shared frame of collaborative creativity when the participants 
collectively acknowledged the value of a proposed idea. 

4.2.2. The emergence of a shared frame of collaborative creativity 
After the group agreed to include a letter in their design (see Table 4), they engaged in further discussion and creative acts to 

consider how the letter could function appropriately in the design. For example (see Table 5), Emmy’s talk reflected her deliberation on 
the relations between the story of Jux’s encounter with animals, students’ learning needs in the activities, and the cultural meaning of 
letters for communication and delivering information: “Like a communication… kids want to know this stuff… and what he [Jux] 
knows about this… and what to find out… and the animals are telling him…”. Emmy’s talk shows that she was reviewing the elements 
of the emerging shared design, ensuring that this letter would “make sense" with other design ideas that were already collectively 
established. This result also shows that the emerging shared frame of collaborative creativity, which contained many creative ideas 
that were collectively considered, supported the participants in developing and evaluating their design. 

The result also illuminated how the group further elaborated with details to make sure the letter could function in the shared frame. 
In the discussion (see Table 5), Sofia came up with the idea that a rabbit as a messenger could deliver the letter. Ada also expressed her 
imagination on a dramatic plot in which Jux would gather information from the animals and write the letter. This result shows that 
both participants generated options to develop the appropriate function of the letter in the story. It also shows that the participants’ 
further creative acts were limited by the previously agreed-upon ideas—how a new idea (emergent novelty) can extend and provide 
value to the emerging shared design. This shows that, when the letter becomes part of the shared frame, it limits the group in the 
development of the frame by considering this letter. 

This conversation (see Table 5) illustrates that the participants considered a range of aspects when conceptualizing the function of 
the letter in the emergent design. Aspects included considering the story and the characters that were previously jointly developed, 
students’ learning, and the thematic topic of garbage pollution in the forest. In other words, these considerations acted as forces and 
constrained the way the participants were able to evaluate the ideas and develop the shared frame. 

Overall, the findings of the analysis depicted five constraining forces in the shared frame that actively shaped the group’s ongoing 
negotiation and creative acts. Throughout the co-design process, the participants collectively evaluated whether the emergent novelty 
1) extended previously agreed-upon ideas (i.e., does this idea continue and extend on the previous ideas that are collectively agreed 
upon?), 2) met set learning goals (i.e., does this idea meet the students’ set learning goals?), 3) were related to the learning content (i.e., 
does the idea contribute to teaching the learning content?), 4) served students’ needs and learning opportunities (i.e., will the design serve 
students’ needs and provide learning opportunities?) and 5) fit with the contextual and material resources (i.e., can the idea be executed 
with the available contextual resources, such as time constraints, materials, and spaces?). During the negotiation, the participants 
constantly negotiated their ideas against these five aspects to evaluate the appropriateness of the ideas in the emerging shared 
pedagogical design. Conceptualizing these forces also supported us in understanding teachers’ or educational professionals’ peda-
gogical design capacities and their pedagogical reasoning, that is, what they consider when creating teaching instructions or new 
educational activities. 

4.3. How does the material tool (i.e., the Storyboard) mediate the group’s co-design process? 

4.3.1. Externalizing the shared frame of collaborative creativity through writing and drawing on the Storyboard 
In the beginning of this co-design activity, the Storyboard was given to the participants by the workshop instructors to support their 

co-design. As shown previously in Fig. 4, the Storyboard and its four-step model was presented on A3 paper containing eight boxes in 
total: two boxes for each step. It provided space for drawing in the boxes and writing on two lines under each box. These physical 
properties of the Storyboard afforded as well as constrained the participants to present one or two pedagogical activities in each step by 
either writing or drawing. During the activity, the group filled up the Storyboard part by part with their collective ideas. Emmy took up 
the role of drawing and first drew the story and the characters on the Storyboard. Within the limited space, the group discussed what to 
write or draw to best communicate their shared creation. For instance, when Emmy was drawing the story characters, she carefully 
ensured that all the characters that they had collectively agreed upon were presented within the limited space on the Storyboard. When 
the group was discussing what environmental issues a battery could represent in the story (see Table 3), the group thought over which 
terminology in environmental studies would be correct to communicate the issue: “So, the battery, we will talk about ‘toxication’, or 
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‘toxics’? ‘Intoxication’?”. These results show that expressing the collective ideas on the Storyboard encouraged as well as supported the 
group in externalizing their abstract ideas through linguistic and visual meanings. 

The results on the material dimension illustrate how using the Storyboard mediated the group’s design activity to further develop 
their pedagogical design with additional details. When Emmy was drawing the letter into the Investigation box of the Storyboard (see 
Table 6), she paused and asked Ada what content the letter should contain: “I am just thinking… this letter should be some information 
we want to attach? Some issues we want to talk about?”. Then, Ada responded to Emmy and elaborated her thoughts on the letter 
containing a list of environmental issues and how children in groups would investigate according to the list. After writing down some 
detail on the Storyboard, Emmy tapped on the letter illustration on the Storyboard and pointed out that the list of issues in the letter 
still required further information: “This is the thing we need to think about”. This conversation exemplified that the externalization of 
the collective ideas on the Storyboard prompted the group to identify gaps in their co-design, thus further developing the educational 
activities. When documenting the ideas on the Storyboard (see Table 6), Emmy raised questions about the mechanism of the 
educational activities. She pointed out the undiscussed part of the shared design, and her questions led Ada to elaborate further details 
on the educational activities. In other words, the use of the Storyboard mediated the participants to develop their emergent design. 

As a consequence of the creative process, the filled Storyboard documented the pedagogical design collectively produced by Emmy, 
Ada, and Sofia. In the workshop, this Storyboard was then used to communicate their group creation to the instructors and other 
participants. The Storyboard was also later used as a basis by the group to further develop the activities, including making props for the 
trash-sorting game and writing the narratives for the story. These results indicate that externalization enabled the group to 
communicate their creation to others and to enhance future use and refinement of the shared design. 

4.3.2. The Storyboard as a mediator of collaborative creativity 
In the analysis, we also witnessed how the four-step structure (Wonder, Find, Think, and Create) on the Storyboard stimulated the 

participants to create and negotiate accordingly. During the co-design activity, the workshop instructors came to the group to follow up 
the progress. Then, Ada pointed out that the Think and Create boxes were “the most problematic”: “The most problematic is here 
[pointing at the Think and Create boxes]”. After the instructor had briefly talked with them and moved on to another group, the three 
participants spent a while negotiating what pedagogical activities would suit the Think step (see Table 7). Sofia and Emmy suggested a 
poster exhibition so that children could present the garbage problem as posters to the other students at the school. However, Ada 
disagreed with them and pointed out that making posters did not fit the notion of Think but rather Create. Then, Ada suggested a 
discussion activity for Think. Although Sofia had doubts whether a discussion activity would be playful enough for young children: 
“We should also make it more playful. Discussion makes it a bit like…”, the group eventually moved forward with the idea. They also 
collectively added a game of sorting trash as another Think activity on the Storyboard (see Fig. 4). Ada explained that a trash-sorting 
game would fit the Think step “because they [the children] actually have to ‘think’ where things are going [for recycling].” 

This conversation (Table 7) demonstrates how the participants’ negotiation and their pedagogical reasoning was mediated by the 
content of the Storyboard (i.e., the presented four steps and the boxes). In the creative dialog, the participants discussed and 
collectively judged whether the ideas, poster exhibition, discussion activity, and trash-sorting game would be appropriate in the 
educational program based on the concepts of Think and Create. This indicates that the four-step model became part of their con-
siderations and constrained their conceptualization of pedagogical ideas, thus mediating the framing of the shared design. In addition, 
the results also highlighted how the eight-box affordance of the Storyboard challenged the group to organize their ideas accordingly. In 

Table 6 
The group discussion while using the Storyboard.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Emmy I am just thinking, how do we make this like… this letter should be like 
some information we want to attach. Some issues we want to talk about. 

Looking up from filling the Storyboard and speaking slowly to articulate 
her question to Ada. 

Ada … Watching Emmy and focusing on understanding her question. 
Emmy Ah! So there is only one? She interrupted Ada and asked, meanwhile looking at Ada for an 

answer. 
Ada What? Letter of complaints. She emphasized “-s” when she said “complaints.” 
Emmy Okay, a letter of complaints. Writing “letter of complaints” inside the drawing of a letter on the 

Storyboard. 
Sofia How is it? Returning from the pantry with a glass of orange juice in her hand. 
Ada It will be like, dot. Children will be divided into groups and choose an 

issue. And then will focus on one point. This trash or this animal say this, 
and… 

Tapping on the Storyboard with the side of her hand and gesturing to a 
list of items and how children could be divided into groups in the 
activity. 

Sofia Yeah, this should be like, for them…  
Ada Yeah. We need to, um… Watching Emmy filling up the Storyboard. 
Sofia So, they investigate themselves.  
Ada Yeah. So, they need to investigate the… Looking up at the ceiling and did not finish her sentences. 
Emmy This is the thing we need to think about. Tapping on the letter on the Storyboard with her pencil and indicating 

where on the Storyboard still needed more information about the letter.  
One thing is to investigate this. The other thing is… Looking at Ada and waiting for her answer about what to write/draw in 

the other Investigation box. 
Ada Is the trip to the forest.  
Emmy Trip to the forest. Writing, “Trip to the forest,” on the Storyboard.  
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the studied case, the group found the boxes in the second half of the paper (steps of Think and Create) particularly “problematic” to 
complete. This implies that the empty boxes of the Storyboard challenged the group to continue developing their shared design in order 
to complete the Storyboard. The four-step structure also forced the group to organize their pedagogical ideas into a logical flow as an 
educational program. For example, in the discussion presented (see Table 7), Ada was making sense of the sequential arrangement of 
the two activities, “creating posters” and “cleaning day,” before documenting them on the board. Similarly, throughout the entire co- 
design activity, the group reasoned and negotiated the flow between the pedagogical ideas following Wonder, Find, Think, and Create. 
This reflected that the Storyboard demanded that the participants evaluate the flow of the shared design through time with a top-down 
perspective and organize the elements into the four-step structure accordingly. Although the Storyboard contained empty boxes and 
appeared open-ended to the participants, its mediational means indirectly influenced the participants in the creation and critical 
evaluation of the shared design. 

5. Discussion 

Collaborative creativity is a complex phenomenon in which individuals’ creative contributions, social interaction, and collective 
creative outcomes are closely related and inseparable (Sawyer, 2012a). In this study, we have explored collaborative creativity among 
education professionals as a multidimensional process across individual, social, and material dimensions. Focusing on these three di-
mensions was necessary in order to gain insights into the complex relation between participants’ design capacities, creative acts, group 
negotiation, and use of tools and resources in mediating collaborative creativity. Our analysis also drew on the concept of constraining 
shared frames (Sawyer, 1999) to investigate how collaborative creativity emerged in the co-design activity of this study. Specifically, 
we sought to unpack the participants’ co-design process while they engaged in creating pedagogical activities and materials for 
children with the help of the Storyboard co-design tool. By using an iterative and reflective methodology, a three-dimensional 
framework was developed and used to examine collaborative creativity across individual, social, and material dimensions. 

Our study and its results offer insights into the emergence of constraining shared frames in the participants’ co-design process. The 
shared frame of collaborative creativity was constructed situationally by the participants’ creative acts, which were mediated by the 
use of material tools and other resources available to the participants. This implies that creative acts were not generated by participants 
alone, but in a collaborative process, these emerged through interactions between the participants and material resources available in 
the design context (see also Brown, 2009). This shared frame emerged from participants’ iterative cycles of collective appropriation of 
their creative acts. Throughout the co-design process, the participants socially developed a shared frame of collaborative creativity, 
allowing them to make meaningful connections between the co-design workshop and their daily teaching activities. The findings of our 
study illuminate the iterative process when the participants judged creative acts against the still-emerging shared frame to evaluate 
whether their ideas were appropriate to become part of the shared frame within the given constraints. This finding resonates with prior 
design and creativity studies (e.g., Brown, 2009; Cross, 2011; Sawyer, 2021) that stress the iterative nature of exploration and 
evaluation and the importance of establishing a balance between goals and constraints in creative processes. 

This study shows how the co-design process was tension-laden and consists of concerns, challenges, pressures, disagreements, 
misunderstandings, ambiguity, and uncertainty between the participants and between the participants and the material tools used. 
However, the tensions were not “inhibitors” of creativity but enabled opportunities for the participants to further elaborate, clarify, 
compromise, address unresolved issues, and develop mutual understandings of a collective-desired creation. Our results suggest that 
the tensions were driven by a range of forces, which mediated the participants in negotiating and conceptualizing the shared 

Table 7 
The group discussion about a poster activity.  

Participant Verbal behaviors Nonverbal behaviors 

Emmy It can just make a poster about, like, make awareness. Spreading her hands in the air when she said “awareness.” 
Sofia Let’s go towards this. Pointing at Emmy and looking at Ada to see what she wants to say. 
Emmy Make a poster about the…  
Ada Because here [tapping on the Think/Question column], it can be the one 

day of presenting. They are asking questions and brainstorming together 
with the audience what would be the solutions.  

Emmy Um… it is difficult. Like, it can be a discussion with the teachers in the 
classroom. 

Speaking slowly to respond to Ada’s suggestion. 

Sofia We should also make it more playful. Discussion makes it a bit like… Emmy agreed with Sofia by saying “yes.” Ada nodded slowly. 
Emmy But if they make something to show…  
Sofia But it is nice, if they do, like, as a group. As a group they do some kind of art 

to present, like, in their own ways.  
Emmy To like, what’s the word, like present for the whole school because here is 

going to be posters and we can have a, like a corner, you know, like a 
corner in school. “Hey did you know…” 

Emmy acted out her imagination of the scenario on how students 
might present their poster in a school. Spreading her arms in the air to 
gesture a poster. 

Ada But isn’t it Create/Actions here [pointing at the Create/Action column]? 
Like, they create cleaning day and create posters. Create posters and then 
cleaning day. Because in the posters, we can also announce the cleaning 
day. 

Pointing at the two empty boxes in the Create/Action column and 
indicating that the poster presentation activity should be in the 
Create/Action box. 

Emmy Okay, oh yeah! Pointing at Ada with a smile, indicating that she agrees with her. 
Ada We need to call awareness to what is happening.   
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pedagogical design (see the list of five constraining forces in the Results Section 4.2.2). We used the phrase constraining forces instead of 
constraints to emphasize the dynamic and developmental role of constraints in the creative processes. Based on our findings, we argue 
that participants’ collaborative creativity was not fully controlled by them but emerged from tensions driven by various constraining 
forces in the co-design context. The tensions also played a significant role in the co-design process because they motivated the 
negotiation in balancing the novelty and appropriateness of creativity. Furthermore, they influenced the participants’ creative choices 
and shaped the emerging shared frame of collaborative creativity in the participants’ co-design process. 

In addition, our findings demonstrate how the material resources, such as books, mobile devices, information on the internet, and 
the Storyboard, that were mobilized by the participants during their co-design influenced the ongoing discussion and the emerging 
shared frame of collaborative creativity. Following the work of Sawyer (2021), we consider that the participants granted agency to the 
materials available to them in the co-design process. This human-material partnership can also be interpreted as a call-and-response 
relationship in co-shaping the emerging shared frame: “The creator is constrained and enabled by the artifact’s agency, but in turn, the 
creator takes actions that constrain and enable the artifact’s actions” (Sawyer, 2021, p.21). This view provides a new perspective on 
understanding the mediational power and contribution of material tools to the emergence of collaborative creativity. 

Our findings reveal how the Storyboard in particular supported the co-design process by inviting the participants to externalize and 
materialize their thoughts and ideas. In our study, the Storyboard enabled them to use their collective imagination, transform their 
conceptual representations, and externalize their semiotic representations, namely, linguistic and visual representations. The exter-
nalization allowed the participants to experiment with the still-emerging shared frame of collaborative creativity in a concretized form. 
This participant-Storyboard interaction also eased the top-down evaluation (Sawyer, 1999) of the emerging shared frame and enabled 
further development, such as identifying unresolved issues. These findings echo Vaajakallio and Mattelmäki’s (2014) conceptuali-
zations of co-design material tools that propose that material tools can support co-design processes by providing visual and tangible 
stimuli for “eliciting new association” and enabling “moving between fragments” (p. 73) in a holistic view. 

Moreover, by illuminating how the participants used available resources to iteratively develop shared frames of collaborative 
creativity, this study provides new insights for conceptualizing teachers’ pedagogical design capacities (Brown, 2009). In addition to 
learning how education practitioners used resources in their design acts, Brown’s (2009) concept has also supported us in under-
standing how education professionals’ abilities and skills contributed to the development of the shared frame. Our analysis showed 
that the participants actively sought and mobilized resources available to them in the environment to iteratively refine the shared 
frame of an emerging co-design. This finding resonates with design studies that emphasize framing as crucial for designers to develop 
high-level creative design and creative solutions (Dorst & Cross, 2001; Steen, 2013). 

Our results also show how the participants’ different knowledge resources created both tensions and opportunities for collaborative 
creativity. In our analysis, we witness that creating educational programs that are useful for education professionals requires 
acknowledging diverse knowledge resources, including knowledge related to students’ needs and their learning capacities, school 
environments and their contextual limitations, knowledge about the thematic topic (garbage pollution in our studied empirical case), 
and knowledge about appropriation of tools and artifacts in executing the creative ideas. The participants’ different knowledge re-
sources enriched collaborative creativity and co-design. The multiple perspectives also challenged the group by creating tensions and 
called the participants to negotiate, clarify, and justify their creative ideas. The differences in the participants’ knowledge resources 
also enabled the group to complement each other because of their diverse skills, knowledge, and experiences related to the co-design 
topic. Our results show that the differences acted as stimuli to elicit participants’ generation of new creative ideas. 

There are still many questions that require future research attention to understand collaborative creativity in the context of co- 
design among educational professionals. For example, we need more knowledge about the role of the workshop environment, the 
influence of the instructors and other participants, as well as the role of the participants’ personal beliefs and knowledge when engaged 
in a process of collaborative creativity. More attention also needs to be given to groups that fail or do not manage to produce satisfying 
co-design outcomes. In addition, further research knowledge is needed on the development of educational professionals’ pedagogical 
design capacities to support their thinking skills, such as design thinking, problem-solving skills, and innovative capacities. 

The multidimensional framework used in this study offers a potential analytical framework for future studies on creative collab-
oration in educational co-design contexts. For instance, the framework can be used to investigate how participants’ diverse personal 
resources (Brown, 2009) contribute to group creations. The framework can also be adapted to examine the role of co-design tools, such 
as brainstorming tools (e.g., Gocmen & Coskun, 2019) and design games (e.g., Vaajakallio & Mattelmäki, 2014), in establishing 
collaborative creativity. Understanding the role of tools in co-design processes is an interesting and important line of research. 

6. Conclusion 

Promoting collaborative creativity among educational professionals is important for teachers’ professional development. The 
findings of this study illustrate how a shared frame of collaborative creativity was constructed situationally by the participants’ 
creative acts, mediated by the use of material tools and other resources available to the participants. Based on our findings, we argue 
that collaborative creativity needs to be conceptualized as a complex multidimensional co-design process across individual, social, and 
material dimensions. The process of collaborative creativity was not fully controlled by the participants but emerged from tensions 
driven by a range of constraining forces in the co-design context. This study also illuminates how a material tool, the Storyboard, 
mediated the emergence of collaborative creativity by allowing the participants to externalize their collective imagination, negotiate, 
and experiment with their still-emerging shared frame of collaborative creativity. Our findings contribute to research knowledge on 
collaborative creativity by unpacking the tension-laden and complex nature of creative processes among education professionals and 
the significance of co-design tools in transcending the constraints. 
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